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Epic fantasy meets Urban Fantasy In This Exciting Page TurnerJ.R.R. Tolkien and Percy Jackson

Fans will love this exciting coming of age fantasy by New York Times Best-Selling author Constance

Burris.After saving a human child from the fey realm, Coal is not only exiled from his only home, but

he is sentenced to six months in a juvenile detention center in the human realm. They think he

kidnapped Elizabeth instead of rescuing her. He can't exactly tell the truth. Because the truth would

incriminate his best friend turned worst enemy, Queen Chalcedony.But being exiled from the fey

realm isn't going to stop Coal from returning to his only home. He just has to figure out how to get

back.Along the way, Coal discovers that Chalcedony has kept a dark secret from him. But in order

to uncover that secret, Coal must make a deal with a government agent hell-bent on arresting

Queen Chalcedony and starting a war between the two worlds.Scroll up and one click to start your

awesome adventure!
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This book focuses on Chalcedony and what she does after Coal escapes with Elizabeth. Although

she is heartbroken, she puts on a good face to pretend she doesn't care. She becomes the queen

and embraces her life. Things get dicey when she enters the human realm to search for magic

welders, and finds a card belonging to a professor. There is a connection with the card and Coal,

but can she figure it out?Interesting book, but not one I would normally read. Read on my friends.

First I have to say, I'm in love with this cover! The red eyes, the dark skin, the colors! I really like this

theme for this series of books. It matches it perfectly and really sets the tone!Okay so it had been

months since I read Coal so I was super excited to get my hands on this book! Chalcedony picks up

where Coal left off but this time we see more of the sometimes villain, sometimes heroine

Chalcedony.I think what I liked about this book was how it wove in elements from the other books in

the series, such as Black Beauty(which was my favorite of the 3 btw)with the kids(who are adults

now).My loves:Bug Boy! Bug Boy was always my favorite in the first book so I was ecstatic to see

him make an appearance in this book.COAL! Coal in this book made me so much more curious.

Things just gotreal interesting with Coal's storyline. I was always on the edge of my seat when Coal

was introduced. I liked how this one threw Coal in a contemporary setting since I'm a huge

contemporary nut, I loved seeing Coal in a high school setting! And his home girl Zora! I loved how

ratchet she appeared in my head. I totally saw myself in her with her crazy make up and hairstyles.

AN dI just love names that begin with the letter Z, random I know! I probably would have died if he

hooked up with her because she was such an amazing side character to me. I shipped them so

hard.I don't think there was anything I truly disliked about Chalcedony but sometimes when Haline

took stage, I was a bit bored with her parts. And I hated how for every 2-3 chapters with Chalcedony

and Haline, Coal only got like 1. I wanted so bad to learn more about Coal. I know this one was

supposed to center more on Chalcedony but Chalcedony is definitely one of those characters you

either love or hate, I think I'm switzerland. I don't hate her but sometimes I wonder her reasons fro

doing things and I can't figure her out. I want so bad to get her, but she sort of has this, I'm the

queen, I can do whatever I want attitude. It frustrates the hell outta me.Overall though, I can't wait to

read the third book in the series, Jade. Jade was always my favorite and I can't wait for her to make

her grand entrance!

"Chalcedony" is the second book in Burris' Everleaf Series. This book brings back familiar

characters from "Coal," as the story continues, following Coal, Chalcedony, and Haline as the main

POV characters. Burris weaves a wonderful mystery of a story, using the POV characters to thread



the plot, leaving the reader wondering how all the pieces fit together in a complete tapestry. Some

questions are answered, especially about Coal, while others are raised. The ending is a bit of a

cliffhanger. Well, more than a bit, but it should make for an interesting opening to the next book. It

definitely left me wanting to know what would happen next and how things would end for the main

and supporting characters.I will say,I found it curious how often Chalcedony, especially with the

book named after her, was foiled time and again. While young, I know, she's also powerful and not

unintelligent. There were just too many times she was outmaneuvered. Even though other

characters were as well they, at least, had moments in which they demonstrated a good deal of

competency. Chalcedony and her shadows, ironically, rarely did. They tried-hard. And she's an

active and passionate queen, which was great. But I wanted to see her be truly successful in one of

her missions. I really hope she gets a chance to shine and show she's a queen of worth in the third

book-- a satisfying evolution of the character.This is an engaging and entertaining book with nice

twists I did not see coming. A definite recommended read.

**spoiler alert**I thoroughly enjoyed the first book, Coal so much that I couldn'twait to read book 2.

Unfortunately, I did not enjoy reading this as much as the first book.First, I'd like to give praise

where praise is due. The story line itself is really interesting and compelling. I like that she expands

on character development and background information; however, it seems to me that Ms. Burris is

trying to put too much into one book. so much so, in fact, that she is not being consistant with her

information. on one page, a character is hugging a younger sister, while on the next page, the father

is proclaiming said CHARACTER to be the youngest daughter. There are many confusing

inconsistencies within this book.The use of language doesn't flow as well in this one, either.

Characters use grammar and slang that seems forced or inconsistent with their previously formed

personalities. It is not the easy flowing read that Coal was.I will still continue to read the books in

this series, as her story line does indeed have me hooked. I look forward to seeing how Ms. Burris

grows as an author.

Okay I will start with the downside, I have to wait for the third installment, which will come out soon

but not soon enough. This story is getting better as it goes along and as I've mentioned before this

is the first time I've read from this genre. I can't wait for Jade!!!

I took forever to read this because I hated Chalcedony and her selfish white woman routine. I

wanted better for Coal. Boy have the tables turned. Constance has built a world that is rich and



intriguing. The emphasis on empathy, patience, and sustainable practice is the icing on top. I love

Zora and I hope she and Coal have more interactions.
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